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• Productivity: The furnace stays at a

constant temperature, so no need to waste

time heating and cooling the furnace, the

furnace is always hot at a configurable

temperature, i.e.: 950 or 1000 degrees

centigrade, determination of volatilematter

can be done in 12 minutes, autoloader with

capacity to up to 10 samples

• Repeatability: Volatilematter results are

obtained exactly at 7 minutes, No need to do

volatilematter calibration or curves fitting,

This instrument can provide even better

results than a muffle/balance method with the

added benefit of automation and NO sample

oxidizing

• Ease of use: Easy to use Windows based

operational software, With powerful Open

Database Connectivity and data export to

Excel, Text Files, CSV files and LIMS

connection

BenefitsDetermination of:
VolatileMatter At Exactly 7
Minutes Each Sample To
Comply With Standards And No
Need Of Calibration
The Navas ThermoVol analyzer contains the following components:

1. A furnace with a carousel that holds samples in a circular matrix
2. A digital balance with 0.1 mg precision below the furnace with a

pedestal that goes inside the furnace to weigh the crucibles
3. An external balance connected to the furnace computer with 0.1 mg

precision used to obtain the initial weight of crucibles, samples and
cruciblecovers

4. An autoloader with up to 10 crucibles that feeds samples
automatically with a delay

Controlled with desktop PC or laptop through standard USB
connection, Both balances connected to the computer
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Productivity, Accuracy And Ease Of Use

The operator clicks the "Weigh" button in the Windows computer
screen and gets the initial weights of crucible, sample and
cruciblecover on the external balance, the external balance is
connected to the computer and the weights are visualized on the
computer screen and recorded, after all needed samples are weighed
the operator clicks the "Add batch" button in the Windows computer
screen and then loads the crucibles on the autoloader

The autoloader automatically loads the
crucibles into the furnace, The instrument
waits 14 seconds before loading next
crucible, the purpose is to weigh every
sample exactly at 7 minutes after entering the
furnace to fully comply with standards

The furnace carousel is rotating constantly for furnace temperature
stability while nitrogen is flowing inside the furnace and the furnace
temperature is being automatically controlled

When the first sample has reached 6 minutes and 30
seconds after entering the furnace, the instrument
automatically tares the furnace balance and deposits the
crucible on the furnace balance pedestal, after 7 exact
minutes, the instrument provides the result of volatile
matter, then does the same for the other samples with
time delay in between and provides result after 7 exact
minutes to fully comply with standards, then all samples
are automatically unloaded to autoloader and cooled

The easy to use Windows based operational software automatically
stores all the results and data to disk, the software has a powerful
database with filtering and sorting, the data can be printed and
exported to Microsoft Excel, Text files and CSV files, the software
also allows to connect to LIMS (Laboratory Information Management
Systems), and also allows to send the data to serial port




